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Schematic phase diagram of a high-Tc superconductor
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Competition: Almost everything is a mystery

For example:
La2-xSrxCuO4

x holes in CuO2

plane
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Theories connected with high-Tc superconductivity

Spin fluctuations
Anisotropic phonons
Excitons
Charge fluctuations
Plasmons
Circulating currents
Bipolarons
Resonating valence bonds
Stripes
Interlayer tunneling/Kinetic

energy lowering
Spin bags
Spin liquids

Flux phases
BCS/BEC crossover
Marginal Fermi liquid
Van Hove singularities
Quantum criticality
Anyon superconductivity
Time reversal violation
Dynamical mean field theory
Slave bosons
Gauge theory
d density waves
Gossamer superconductivity
SO(5)



“It’s so hard that there isn’t an obvious criterion for ‘right’.”

“It is dark law.”

“It could be that focusing on the mechanism is the reason that the         
mechanism hasn’t been found.”

Reflections on Theory

“We are close to a theoretical consensus on the magnetic origin ---”

“The superconducting state is now understood in detail.”
“The cause of high-temperature superconductivity is no mystery” -
and - “If it is accepted, the game is over. That’s why no one wants to 
accept it.”

“Eighty percent of the field is against anything – especially anything 
that might solve the problem.”

“As a result I can state that the so called ‘mystery’ of high-Tc

superconductivity does not exist.”

Some important quotes:

PESSIMISTS

OPTIMISTS



Has the “problem” of the theory of high-Tc been solved?

If so, what is it?

The model solution:

The theory question



BCS

Ultrasonic attenuation
NMR 1/T1
Thermal conductivity
Microwave conductivity
Infrared absorption

Comprehensive
BCS Theory!



Comprehensive 
high-Tc theory



Schematic phase diagram of a high-Tc superconductor
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All these behaviors need to be explained!

WHAT ELSE IS KNOWN:
There are 2e- pairs
The pairs are d-wave (L=2, S=0)
There are “normal” (i.e., 2e-) vortices
Quasiparticles exist (but only below Tc)



Cu(3d)
O(2p)

Zhang    Rice

The maximal minimal model: 3-band model

The minimal minimal model: Hubbard model

The optimistic minimal model: t-J model

Effective hamiltonians
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Simon and Varma 2002
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(You need the 3-band model!)

Cu
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(Hubbard model works!)

Chakravarty, et al  2001
“d-density wave”

Unit cell is doubled
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Circulating currents
T breaking, translation symmetry preserved, or not?



(And: you need apical oxygens!)

C. Weber et al 2008
Li, Bourges et al 2008

Simon and Varma 2002
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Circulating currents
T breaking, translation symmetry preserved



Tm

Tm

Naqib et al 2002

ξξξξξξξξ

Quantum critical point ?

Pseudogap region, 
Εγ from specific heat,

Τ∗ from various

Overdoped region, 
ρ = ρ0 + α Τµ

The marginal Fermi liquid
region,  ρ � Τ

Marginal Fermi liquid phenomenology: Varma, Littlewood, 
Schmitt-Rink, Abrahams, Ruckenstein 1989

Raman scattering
Spectral function (ARPES)
Linear-T resistivity

Assumes ω/Τ scaling of correlator.
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Naqib et al 2002

Tm

Tm

Hüfner et al 2007

However
(do not be blinded by guides to the eye)

Is this a phase transition?
Circulating currents?

d-density wave?, SDW?



Naqib et al 2002

Tm

Tm

Hüfner et al 2007

However
(do not be blinded by guides to the eye)

Is this the onset of pairing,
without long range order.

Phase fluctuations?



Two Theories of the Phase Diagram

RVB Quantum Critical

Landau

Landau



Some mysteries of the pseudogap:
1. What causes it?- preformed pairs, sdw, ddw, circulating 

currents, stripes, cdw, resonating valence bonds?

2. Does the pseudogap phase have an order parameter?

- Is T* a phase transition line to a competing phase?

3. Do the pseudogap and the superconducting gap coexist 
below Tc? One gap or two?

4. What is the nature of electronic states below T*?

5. What is the correct position of the T* line?

- Is there a hidden quantum critical point?

6. What is the origin of “Fermi arcs?”

22
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Fermi surface of optimally-doped cuprate
Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES)

kx

ky (π/a,π/a)

Brillouin zone

Fermi surface

empty

occupied



nodal region

antinodal region

= 0 ~ π/4

Marginal Fermi Liquid  fits to ARPES

Kaminski et al 2005
MFL scenario gives

Where does this come from?
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DOS

EF

2∆

Condensation energy

BCS:
K.E. increases
P.E. decreases
P.E. wins

∆=ωDexp(-1/N0g)

Large DOS (N0) → large ∆

N0

Pseudogapped metalPseudogapped metal

Marginal Marginal 
Fermi liquidFermi liquid

LandauLandau
Fermi liquidFermi liquid
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Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗Τ∗

????
xx

High Tc:
K.E. increases (overdoped)
K.E. decreases (underdoped)
who wins?
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(the electron-phonon case)

1. 1st e- attracts + ions
2. Ions shift position from red to blue
3. 1st e- moves away
4. 2nd e- sees + ion hole and moves

to former position of 1st e-

Interaction is local in space
(s-wave singlet pairs, L=0, S=0)
but retarded in time

Everything (?) You Wanted to Know About Pair Formation
(The Tyranny of the “Glue”)

+

+

+

+
e-

e- = e- e-

or, Eliashberg’s theory: phonon or spin fluctuation (L=2, S=0)

Large DOS (N0) → large ∆



Eliashberg theory for retarded interaction
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-Underlying well-defined normal state,

e.g. Landau Fermi liquid quasiparticles

and “pairing boson”.                              

-For cuprates, it would be antiferromagnetic spin 
fluctuation → d-wave pairing.

-Large density of states → large energy gap

k↑

k’↑

-k↓

-k’↓



Scanning tunneling microscope
STM experiment
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Measures electronic
structure at surface with
atomic resolution.

Normal state: 
tunneling conductance
proportional to DOS

Supercondicting state:
determine energy gap.

tip



What can the “Normal State” tell us?

300 Å x 300 Å

18 38
∆ (meV)

Gap Map

T=30K 

OV68

300 Å x 300 Å

160 290 
dI/dV (pS)

DOS
dI/dV Map at EF

T=93K 

38 18

Normal State & Gap Maps are anticorrelated!
Pasupathy, Pushp, Gomes, Parker, Gu, Ono,  Ando, Yazdani  Science,  320, 196 
(2008)



A possible resolution

High-Tc cuprate superconductors are strongly-correlated
superconductors.
Another example: the t-J model of strong correlation.

- Gives d-wave superconductivity, pseudogap, arcs, DOS-
gap anticorrelation.
- There is no clear separation of kinetic and potential 
energies.
- Captures effects of proximity to Mott insulator at zero 
doping.
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DOS

∆

x

STM
t-J

Anticorrelation of normal state DOS
and

superconducting gap



Energy difference  between the normal and superconducting state of 
the t-J model.  (K. Haule 2006)

E/t

-0.005

0

Condensation energy is exchange energy
Superconductivity without a coherent normal state

A new paradigm for superconductivity?

KE gain

KE loss


